
most of these guys have never heard
about the mental and physical benefits
of walking the golf course.

The other half of being brain dead
on a golf cart involves being trans-
formed into a mini-tank commander/
golf cart driver. In other words, these
guys drive anywhere and every-
where ... over greens, through flower
beds, into the wildflower areas. "Need
a few' more minutes to trample down
the entire wildflower bed as you search
for Mr. Titlist?"

"No problem, friend! Look as long
as you like, you lost puppy."

Brain dead for walking golfers
involves a new ball retriever on the golf
gadget market. Sold exclusively to
seniors, it has about a 200 foot exten-
sion and comes with hip waders ... now
older linksters can really hold up play
as they hunt for golf balls in our
waters ... most of these guys have
about 10,000 golf balls already to their
names. Heaven forbid that they should
lose a few ... here, buddy, take one of
mine and get going ... traffic is backed
up for miles!!

No.5 - EMPLOYEE SUMMER
BAILOUT That annual phenomena
that happens every August-summer
employees have had quite enough of
work for the summer, thank you very
much, and are quite anxious to get
back to the good life ... school!! They
are not looking back, and really don't
know about worklnq weekends this fall.
Sounds too much like me just a few
short years ago.

What an ungrateful attitude! Scarcely
a ''thank you" for teaching them about
the wonderful world of golf course man-
agement-getting up way too early,
staying way too late, working way too
many weekends. Weren't we also the
ones to instruct them in some valuable
career skills-shoveling, weed whack-
ing, and rake, rake, raking until their
arms went numb? We should be receiv-
ing their applause, don't you think?

They can feel very good about their
summer employment. ..maybe use it
as 'the anecdote' as they explain to
their children about the benefits of hard
work ... "When I was your age ... " actu-
ally creeps into conversations with our
children these days.

No.4 - COURSE PROJECTS-
FINISH 'EM They say that the mark of
a good contractor is that he pays atten-
tion to detail and sticks with a project
until the end. If that's so, I'd be a very
average contractor. Too many unfin-
ished projects ...

I have a small projects list consist-
ing of leftovers from summer's major
course improvements ... it needs com-
pleting by the end of September.
Three and a half legal pages long, it's
all seeding, sodding, trenching and
general cleanup ... by the end of
September. I'll get grilled if it is not fin-
ished ... by the end of September.

I guess I'll be looking for a new
course somewhere ... by the end of
September.

No.3 - POWERS THAT BE/
STUPID REQUESTS Everybody likes
to be the boss, nobody likes to follow
orders. But, hey, I really thought that
there weren't very many native
Americans down here ... but I am obvi-
ously WRONG! We have tons of
'chiefs' here at this course, and too few
resources ...

But, hey, I like following through on
your stupid requests ... that brush pile
in the shopyard is totally ugly, an eye-
sore, and IS top priority. And yes, we'll
bring our efforts to a new level in the
aluminum can sorting department, Mr.
Top Dog.

And finally, Mr. Rookie Course
Owner, why is everybody else raving
about beautiful playing conditions/con-
stant course improvements while you
can scarcely find a positive aspect on
any of your frequent course tours?
Could it be that you are a jerk and do
not know of what you speak? Try walk-
ing in my shoes sometime ... it's not as
easy as you seem to think.

No.2 - END OF NICE WEATHER,
END OF SEASON Although I tend to
bitch and complain too much, I really
do love working at the golf course.
Otherwise, I wouldn't be th~re so
much, We're all addicted to our cours-
es, I think ...What I really dislike is win-
ter. Spring, summer, and especially
autumn are the best. Late autumn
always finds me looking back, trying to
remember when the temperature last
broke 80 degrees. I usually cannot
remember, which is either an indication
of a poor memory or the end of the
season.

No.1 - MISTAKES AND HIND-
SIGHT I hate making mistakes. I hate
it when employees make mistakes ...
especially when they've been taught
otherwise. Here are a couple of exam-
ples of 'errorcitos' made in the heat of
the battle in August '95:

(a) Confront is a great herbicide, but
do not spray it out just before 95-100
degree weather is about to strike.
Being too aggressive in ones actions
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can lead to trouble ... and that little bit of
white clover is really very insignificant.
Slid out of that little problem with help
from a bit of Nutralene and some fortu-
nately timed rainfalls.

(b) Fungicides really are great tools,
and yes, interval recommendations
should be closely followed, especially
in extremely tough disease pressure
situations. Stretching out the interval
too much will really lead to problems,
such as dollar spot/brown patch, the
likes of which I'd never seen before.
Hindsight then kicks in, as does the
mental boot in the butt. I am now
brought in as a consultant to help oth-
ers identify these two diseases ... 1real-
ly know what they look like ...

Well, there it is folks. A completely
objective look at what ticks me off. I'll
bet that there is some commonality
there for all superintendents ...

Actually, there are a few more
things that make my blood boil on a
daily basis ... just ask my crew mem-
bers. They actually told me the other
day that observing me talking/cursing
to myself as I inspect the course is
really quite humorous. Do they respect
me, or what?

Maybe I need to lighten up, go back
out onto the course and watch the
golfers tear up my golf course. That's
always good for a few laughs. And
that's what we all need right about
now ... a few laughs.iJJ

PENDELTON
TURF SUPPLY

Ed Witkowski

• Chemicals

• Full Line of Turf
Products

• Competitive Pricing

• New Product
Information

Satisfaction Guaranteed

414-421-6474
9305 Oak Creek Ct.
Franklin, WI 53132



Our Growing
Reputation.

For more than 107 years we've thrown our reputation
in the dirt, and every year it grows green and lush.
That's because we're not your ordinary seed company.

\'fie work with a half dozen seed producers in the
Pacific Northwest so that we can offer you a broad
portfolio of top-quality seed.

Our certified seed technologist, horticulturists, and
agronomists are here for you. They're a team of turf
experts you can talk with when you encounter difficult
growing situations.

TIley' !I accurately analyze your problems and
recommend seed mixtures that will grow vigorous
and strong.

For situations that call For easy-ro-use
prepackaged blends, we offer a full line of proven
top-quality choices, specifically designed for
the Upper Midwest.

We know speed of delivery mav be critical.
That's why we have Olds Priority Shipping.
Your seed is on your loading dock 24 to
48 hours after VOlI place your order.
Thar's fast and convenient.

If you have any questions about seed availability,
pricing or usage, please call us toll free at
1-800-356-7333.

1-800-356-7333

P.O. Box 7790
2901 Packers Avenue

Madison, WI 53707-7790
FAX 608-249-0695 1-608-249-9291
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Our thanks go to them for providing
and Kendall for asking.

It was a treat to work with Ray Kizer
the Lake Wisconsin Golf Professional
for close to 30 years, as he and his
staff were very helpful scoring the
event. Many thanks go to Kendall and
the entire Lake Wisconsin staff for pro-
viding a wonderful meeting. ill

WGCSAAt Lake Wisconsin
By David Brandenburg

Fifty-six WGCSA members met at
Lake Wisconsin Country Club on July
tuth to enjoy the great conditions pro-
vided by host Superintendent Kendall
Marquardt. Our July meeting repre-
sents a midway point in our season
and is a good way to relieve some
midsummer stress with sun, golf and
conversation.

For those who have not been to
Lake Wisconsin it provides a variety of
golf holes with elevation changes,
island tees and holes set into the
woods. All this overlooks beautiful
Lake Wisconsin which provided a nice
summer breeze. Kendall and his staff
must of worked hard as the golf
course was in excellent condition.

Our event for the day was a two
man bestball with Rod Johnson and
Bruce Worzella winning the gross divi-
sion, followed by Scott Schaller and
Mark Kienert in second and Joe
Kessenich and Steve Barrit in third. In
the net division Jim Ferry and Conrad
Stynchula took first place followed by
Don Stein and Larry Lennert in sec-
ond with Mike Lees and Ron
Gruenwald in third.

Flag event winners were Chuck
Frazier, Rod Johnson, Dan King,
Ernie Urbahn, Andy Kronwall, Todd
Crambilt, Jim Shaw, Derek Knedler,
John Gallus, Mark Kienert and John
Maguire. The flag event prizes were
provided by Hanleys, Reinders,
Wisconsin Turf and the Lake
Wisconsin Pro Shop.

The "overlook hole" at Lake Wisconsin CC. The lake is visible on the horizon, through the
haze of this humid July day.

A bronze plaque honoring Joseph Pittner. To those who knew him, it doesn't seem
he's been gone for a dozen years.
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Ray Kizer has been the golf pro at Lake Wisconsin
for many years. Bruce Worzella took this picture of
a plaque honoring Ray's father Roy at an Austin,
Texas municipal course during the GCSAA golf
tourney in 1993. Few are so fondly remembered ...



Letters

Editor's Not .possible summ~ .1received this gre tto you, sim I nze and share th a letter from Jimguy wrote ~'y because so man e news he tells. So Latham. I could n
great lettet t~~~~rtlcles for THI ;~;~e; how Jim an~~m opening my m~:. rop them a line, won't ROOTS for yea~Saafieddoing. This

_________ - you? ' n he writes a

James M. Latham
p. O. Box 587
Whitney, Texas 76692
111 Hi\\ Terrace - White B\uff 21
Te\ephOne (817) 694-6252
FAX (817) 694-6273

Ju\y 23, 1995

The other day Lois and I were recycling some CO disKSin our YanKee piCKUP
(CheVY Blazer) and a couple of new things replaced thOSe enclosed. Since we don't
play the indoor equipment very much, we thought yOUmight get more use out of them
than we would, especially alter reading your piece on scotland in THE GRASS
ROoTS. Hopefully, any remembrance purchases yOUhave made do not include theSe

productions.

Dear Munro,

Well, it got summer up there! It was cooler here but it was ius
t

as uncomfortable,
since the Gulf supplied us with enough humidity and lacK of air movement to really
steam things up. But that's normal and no one complained tOOmuch. We finally got
summer down here a feW days ago. Yesterday we toOKour ailing computer to the hOs-
pital in Waco where it was 104, but the 20 mph wind helped. By the time we got home
at 6:30 p.m., it had cooled down to 101. Nighttimes are about 80. liKe winter in

Wisconsin, we try to stay inside as much as possible.
Now I Know why there are so many Baptists in this part of the world. The experts on

heat stress tell us to use plenty of salt on food and taKe in a lot oflluidS. BUT the fluids
should not contain caffeine or alCOhol(even beer) because they are diuretic and the
water loss is from the wrong place. DrinKing plain water gets boring.

Lawn mowing becomes a real chore when it's hot and I'm doubly glad that our
small house is on a small lot. I iust wish that I had gone ahead with my original plan to
plant buffalog

rass
. Zoysia is NOT a loW labor-input graSS, using a rotary mower. I'm

STILL pushing my self-propelled rig through all 3 of the EngelKe experimentalS, even
those our G.C. superintendent brought a 3-plex verticut over a couple of weeKS ago.
Had to empty the basKets alter about 40 feet of run. Couldn't tell anything had been
done. Maybe the growth is due to the 40 - 50 IbS. of Milorganite I applied at planting
last september. Not even Noer would claim that Kind of residual. AnyhOW,we have
ioined the elite by becoming a 2-car, 2-mower family by investing a bundle on a used
reel type, and then put down $30 for a pint of Image to get rid of the nutg

rass

thaI

groWS an inch a day.

-

(Continued on p age 45)
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age 44)(Continued from p

Almost forgot to tell you that I took my first shot at a snake yesterday. Missed. It
was lOoking out from under the concrete pad for Our AlC unit and I aimed a bit too
wide. What kind of snake? A Snake snake. That was enough for Ms. L

I"m enjOYing the travel with the USGA ResearCh COmmittee to monitor the Projects
being funded in this round of grants. Some of these things are deeeeeep. A Whole lot
more hi-teCh than t could imagine. This basic research will Set the foundation for a lotmore practical stuff in the future.

Please give our regards to the troops.

A special SUbcommittee on mixes for and management of greens met one day last
week at the DFW airport to go Over 38 preproposals for new research on grOW-inand
post grOW-inproblems. t'm glad to say that one from the UW-Madison was accepted
and Or. K. will be asked to submit a fUllproposal for conSideration by the entire COm-
mittee in November. The major prOblem With Wayne's project was an estimate of COst.
We OK up to $20,000 per year for up to 5 years, So he needs additional sUPPort from
OJN. WGCSA. and others to do the WhOlething. but some items can be pruned andfinessed and some items must be changed in the final form.

All 1

0

of Us liked it so the important phase has been passed. Twenty were dis-
missed during the daY-long evatuation process. This new round of research will (hope_
fUlly) anSWer questions on particle shapes, calcium COntentin sands, organic and inor-
ganic amendments. micrObiOlogical (gOOdand bad) activity, What happens dUring
grOW-inand affeIWard, and how to avoid some of the problems associated with the
pUsh to oPen greens too soon. Wouldn't it be nice to tell people that Planting in
September and PlaYing in May was a dumb deal AND be able to Prove it?

I had hoped to be able to make the UW-Madison Field Day, but the date conflicts
with monitoring Visits to A&M and Miss. State. I'm sure you and a few henchmen cankeep Rossi, er al rn line, though.

I guess I'll shut this down and watCh it rain. That bOdes for a real steamer tOday, SoI can get baCk to the Green Section histOly project.

Sincerely,

Jim & lOis
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From Across The Country

Plant Breeder Fights
to Save Elm Stock
By Judith Bradshaw-Rouse

Editor's Note: This edition of FROM ACROSS THE
COUNTRY should, for me, be titled FROM OVER THE
HILL since it features UW-Madison Plant Pathologist, Dr.
Eugene Smalley. It interests me because J lived through the
disaster of losing hundreds and hundreds of American Elms
from my golf course two decades ago (we only have a few
left today) and will interest other goff course superintendents
of my generation. J also have a number of hybrid elms men-
tioned in the article, and have visited the Elm Research
Institute in Harrisville, New Hampshire. The arliele appeared
in the Monday, July 10, 1995 edition of The Capital Times
and is reproduced here with permission gained through the
kindness of Rob Schultz, sports reporter from TCT and
GRASS ROOTS contributor. Enjoy.

Thanks to University of Wisconsin-Madison Emeritus pro-
fessor Eugene Smalley, elm trees are making a comeback
after the most devastating shade tree disease in the United
States-Dutch elm disease-nearly wiped them out 30
years ago. Today, tree lovers from around the world can
purchase and plant improved elms that are the product of
UW research.

But far from resting on their laurels, plant breeders
Smalley, emeritus professor of plant pathology, and Ray
Guries, professor of forestry, are trying to construct the
Super Elm, a tree that can survive temperatures down to 30
degrees below zero.

The Super Elm and previously released elms were creat-
ed using elm stock taken from a collection of trees at the
UW Arlington Experimental Research Station, located 35
miles north of Madison.

The only snag is that the extensive collection of elm trees
might face an ax-this time from budqet-cutters.

The collection, which is the largest in the United States,
contains winter hardy elms from China and the Soviet
Union; Dutch-elm-disease resistant elms from Korea and
Japan; and tall, arching elms from Europe and North
America.

Smalley began the elm collection in 1957 when he was
hired by the university to find the miracle cure for Dutch elm
disease. Using a letter-writing campaign, he contacted
arboretum heads and professional foresters in North
America, Europe and Asia requesting elm seed. In one
case, a friendly foreign attache from the Soviet Union con-
nected Smalley with a scientist at the Seed Institute in
Russia, who mailed him seeds.

Elm seeds take 10 to 15 years to develop into flowering
trees before you pollinate them and harvest progeny, said
Smalley. While he waited for the seeds to grow, he inoculat-
ed American elm trees, which came from previous research
programs, with the DED fungus. From these early inocula-
tions, Smalley produced in 1973 his first disease-resistant
American elm, named Saporro Autumn Gold.

Because the elms were
painted close together
to save space, the gar-
deners must fertilize
and weed them fre-
quently, Smalley said.

Or. Eugene Smalley

In European countries where Dutch elm disease also
denuded the city landscapes, English royalty and the public
alike received Saporro Autumn Gold with open arms. In
1983, Smalley was invited to plant elms at Hyde Park, and
at Windsor Castle with Prince Phillip.

In the United States, nursery owners were slow to accept
Saporro Autumn Gold.

"Most companies in this country were not interested in
producing and selling Saporro Gold," recalls Smalley. "It's a
big investment of time and money."
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Still, Smalley continued to collect elms for his breeding
program. Ultimately, he wanted an elm that had both the
tall, graceful, arching shape of the American elm and the
winter hardiness and pest-resistance of the Chinese elm.

One of the best ways to build a working collection,
according to Smalley, is to harvest elm seeds in person.

In 1983, Smalley went to China for six months to collect
elm seeds. His trip was supported by a fellowship from the
National Academy of Sciences.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s China was just open-
ing its doors to the West. Smalley was the first American to
enter the Shan dong province. Chinese people crowded
around to see him everywhere he went.

Weidong Wu, assistant professor of poultry science at
the UW, was living in China at the time of Smalley's visit.

"That was the first time I had such a close, face to face,
encounter with an American," he recalls. "I expected him to
be very tall, like John Wayne in the movies; instead, he was
smiling and small, a grandfather type of person."

Since then, Smalley has made several trips to China to
collect hardier elms sources for his breeding program.

However, because it takes the trees so long to grow and
flower, elm breeding takes a long-term commitment.

"This collection is a valuable resource for future elm
research. It is available to anyone who wants to use it for
research or practical purposes," says Craig Grau, head of
the department of plant pathology, "We have a strong com-
mitment to preserve it."

However, preserving Smalley's elms is difficult because
of down-sizing at the UW, says Grau.

After Smalley's current contract with the UW runs out in
the summer of 1996, it is uncertain what will happen to the
collection.

In an attempt to protect his collection, Smalley trans-
ferred its custody to Guries in the forestry department.
According to Guries, he can collect useful hybrid elms for at
least 10 more years even if he does not receive any addi-
tional funds.

Maintaining the elms is expensive, admits Smalley.
Currently, it takes a full-time gardener and several part-time
summer helpers to maintain the collection. Because the
trees were planted so close together to save space, the gar-
deners must fertilizer and weed them frequently.

Smalley would like to see the collection preserved for
future generations of elm breeders and tree lovers, but
there is little more he can do.

"That is the way it is," says Smalley. "I can't take them to
heaven with me."

One possibility is to create an Elm Research Institute.
"It would be a simple matter of doing a little paperwork at

the dean's office," Smalley says.
The institute would be supported by royalties from his

patents on elms-Saporro Autumn Gold, Regal, New
Horizon, American Uberty and Independence-which gen-
erate about $5,000 each year.

But $5,000 isn't enough to support the staff required to
mow the lanes and fertilize the trees.

If and when Smalley decided to create the institute, says
Guries, it will need the support of a generous benefactor. ~

~ SPRING VALLEY®
"TOP CUT"

MILORGANITE®
Spring Valley is
launching a series of
new products mode
with a larger, granular
size Milorganiie,
called "Top Cut" Top
Cut is sized to blend
uniformly with
NUlralene®, GSL
sulfate of potash anJ
SCU, Milorganite has
exclusively endorsed
Spring Valley to
formulate fertilizer with this new granular product.
Spring Valley's new "Top Cut" Milorganite products
give you a dean, uniform spread, and the non-burning
features yau expect from Milarganite.

Only SPRING VALLEY has
"~" (granular) Milarganite

SPRING VALLEY®
Turf Products

Call for FREEsample
1·800·635·2123

MilO/gonite is 0 regi,tered trademark of Ihe NiWlSD
TEAM is a registered trademark of DowElonca
Nutrolene Is a regis""ed trademark of AgrEvo
GSl is a feglsrered trademark of Great Solr Lake Minerals
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Mike Lee, Blackwolf Run Host Highly
Successful u.S. Round of Anderson
Consulting World Championship

By Monroe S. Miller

tors, said it was one of the best public facilities in the world.
The Anderson Consulting World Championship of Golf is

a new event this year. It started with an international field of
32 players from four regions of the world-the U,S. Europe,
Japan and the Rest of the World. The U.S. portion played at
Blackwoll Run was won by Mark McCumber, who will play
in the finals at the Grayhawk Golf Club in Scottsdale,
Arizona on December 30 and 31.

Congratulations to Mike and everyone else in the Kohler
Co. who gave us yet another reason to be proud to be
involved in golf in Wisconsin. W

If you are among the few in Wisconsin who haven't seen
the Blackwolf Run golf courses in Kohler, you had the
chance to see them from your living room the last weekend
in July.

ESPN let the world see the great golf course that Herb
Kohler conceived, Pete Dye designed and that Michael Lee
and his staff manage these days. The views were absolute-
ly beautiful.

Despite the tough summer weather-Kohler had been
especially short of moisture-the playing conditions for the
competition were superb. Paul Azinger, one of the competi-

CANNON TURF SUPPLY. INC.
5104 Thatcher Rd.
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Where Success Is Based on a
Commitment to People ...
STOCKING A COMPLETE LINE OF PESTICIDES, FERTILIZERS,
GRASS SEED AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE TURF PROFESSIONAL

Quality Products for the Turfgrass Professional

TOLL FREE 800-457-7322
VOICE MAIL PAGER 800-901-5489

CUBBY O'BRIEN
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I was responsible for setting up the itinerary for the meet-
ing that typically draws 20 to 25 individuals. As a young turf-
grass researcher, I was honored to have the opportunity to
host leaders in our field such as, Dr. Bob Shearman from
Nebraska, Dr. Don White from Minnesota, Drs. John Street
and Karl Danneberger from Ohio State and Drs. Nick
Christians and Dave Minner from Iowa State, to name a
few. In all over 45 individuals attended!

Research Reports. The meetings began at the Holiday
Inn-Madison West, site of our own Turf EXPO, where intro-
ductory remarks were made by Wayne Horman, President
of the Wisconsin Turfgrass Association. For a young guy, I
am regu!arly impressed with Wayne's ability to establish a
leadership posture addressing what many would consider
an intimidating audience. Also, it is significant to mention
that the WTA provided a $1500.00 grant to support the hos-
pitality functions at the hotel and later that evening at
Ouivey's Grove in Verona.

North Central Turfgrass
Researchers Visit Madison

By Dr. Frank S. Rossi
Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin-Madison

History. In the early 1900's the United States Department
of Agriculture established regional crop specific research
groups. These groups were created to address the needs of
the growers in the region. In the mid 1960's regional turf-
grass research groups were initiated. The North Central
group known as, NCR·i0, includes researchers and exten-
sion personnel from 11 mid-western states (MN, WI, NE,
MO, MI, NO, lA, IL, OH, IN, KS). Each year the group meets
at one of the turfgrass institutions and on June 20 and 21
they converged on Madison.

Dr. John Street of Ohio and Dr. zachary Reicher of Purdue
University visited the Noer Facility to gather information they might
use in the construction of their new turf research facilities.

Wayne Kussow holding court. To his right see Dr. Dave Minner of
Iowa State.
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Single Source
Control of Irrigation
Systems Saves You
Time & Money!
Two-Way Radio
Communication
Eliminates Expense of
Direct Communication Wire!

(Buckner" COPS Universal
(Computer Oriented Programming Systems)

Run Everything.
Control Everything

From Your Office Desk

EZTO INSTAll
Cops works with any existing irrigation electric
controller, regardless of make or manufacturer
• Operate up to 1500 stations with each of 99 different programs
• Group any field unit and station with any other station or field

unit in a slave/master relationship in any order the system requires
• Program an infinite number of start times per station. each with

its own independent run time
• Assign a unique valve designation to run independently from

the rest of the program
• Program station run times from one minute to nine hours and

fifty nine minutes in one-minute settings
• Operate manually, semi-automatically, or in a syringe program
• Control valves, lights, fountains, security or any device where

a 24 volt relay can be used
• Use a hand held portable radio to turn stations on or off and

program run times for those manual operations

ICENTURY RAIN AID I
computer Reauirement
• 486 PersonalComputer

with PC-DOS or MS-DOS
.1 MB RAM
• 80 MB Hard DiskDrive
.31/2" or 5 ;/~" Diskette Drive
Recommended
Phonemodem with
communication software,
dot matrix or laserprinter

Plus Many More Benefits!

Call Today For A Free Quote 1-800-347-4272
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